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1  Introduction 

The Department of Environment and Climate Change NSW (DECC) is responsible for the 
management of Yuraygir National Park on the New South Wales far north coast. The park is 
the largest of a series of reserves that dominate the coastline between Red Rock in the south 
and Evans Head in the north. 

Yuraygir National Park covers approximately 60 km of coastline and extends over 38 273 
hectares from the tidal lakes at the mouth of the Clarence River at Yamba south to the Corindi 
River. Functionally, the park is subdivided into three main areas (northern, central and 
southern) by the Wooli and Sandon Rivers. The park accounts for the longest stretch of 
undeveloped coastline in NSW (see figure 1). 

Yuraygir has considerable cultural heritage significance and has a long 'shared' history of 
both Aboriginal and settler use, occupation and association. The park lies within the traditional 
lands of both the Gumbaingirr and Yaegl people and is important to contemporary Aboriginal 
communities which maintain attachments to the area. The settler history relates principally to 
the use of the coastline and hinterland as a recreational area – initially for camping, fishing 
and hunting in the late 19th century and later for surfing and bushwalking. The park also has 
associations with a range of north coast regional industries including pastoralism, forestry, 
mineral sand mining and subtropical cropping. 

1.1 Connecting history, heritage and reserve management 
Yuraygir National Park is one of three locations which are the focus of a DECC statewide 
cultural landscape project that aims to integrate a holistic approach to historic heritage 
conservation within an appropriate DECC reserve management strategy. It is anticipated that 
the broader study, which will also source material from the study of Washpool and Culgoa 
national parks, will lead to a revision of DECC's conceptualisation and future management of 
historic heritage. 

1.2 Recording items, places and landscapes 
A significant component of the cultural landscapes project is the inventory recording of 
cultural heritage in the three case-study national parks. The Yuraygir Heritage Inventory 
Recording component was undertaken in the period 3 April to 27 May 2006. 

This inventory project involved the field recording of objects, places and cultural landscapes 
within the park with a particular emphasis on the relationships between people, places and 
past activity. The principal research theme was recreation in a coastal setting, however all 
aspects of the park’s cultural history were considered during the course of the project. 

1.3 Results 
Prior to this project, there had been no systematic heritage survey of the park. This study 
therefore created new data and aided in the revision and modification of pre-existing 
information related to the history and heritage of the park. 
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Figure 1: Yuraygir National Park location plan and regional setting 

Source: Yuraygir National Park and State Conservation Area Plan of Management 2003 
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2 Procedures 

2.1 Project aim 
The main objective of this project was to undertake archaeological field recording in order to 
provide a detailed inventory of heritage objects, places and landscapes within Yuraygir 
National Park. It was anticipated that the resultant heritage inventory would: 

• serve as a consolidated reference for mapping and interpreting the tangible historic cultural 
heritage of the park  

• provide sufficiently detailed spatial data to enable mapping to be undertaken at a landscape 
scale 

• form part of a body of material that can be used to develop a modern cultural landscape 
approach to the conservation management of the study area. 

2.2 Scope of work 
The principal components of the Yuraygir Inventory Recording Program were as follows. 

Detailed inventory recording of objects, places and landscapes, including: 

• description, photographs, plans and detailed maps for each place and landscape, including 
built structures (such as huts, stockyards, dips, monuments, bridges and roads), relevant 
routes, trails and pathways (including sand mining tracks and stock routes), landscape 
modifications (including earthworks and gardens), campsites, fences, park management 
infrastructure and moveable heritage items 

• identification and description of potential historic archaeological sites and features, as well as 
location plans 

• description of the fabric of each item, noting original and later fabric and item or landscape 
modifications 

• integrity and condition assessment of identified items. 

An overview of the recorded items, which describes: 

• the nature, in terms of the range and extent, of material remains 

• their thematic context, which should align with the contextual history of the park that is 
currently being prepared 

• spatial dimensions of all places and landscapes recorded 

• connectivity (spatial, chronological and thematic) between items, and layering of past 
activities. 

DECC records revision 

Site recording also allowed for the expansion and updating of existing DECC Historic Heritage 
Information Management System (HHIMS) forms for items, site elements and complexes. 
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DECC required a 'record everything' approach to the project that addressed both: 

• hard evidence of past use: 

  including huts, rubbish dumps, tracks, pathways and bridges  

• the 'minutiae', or more ephemeral traces of the past: 

including manifestations of past land subdivision such as grazed or deforested zones, 
evidence of landscape modification such as quarrying and sand mining, and agricultural 
furrows. 

While there were significant differences between the archaeology of 'solid' material remains 
(such as the ruins of a bush hut) and less tangible heritage landscapes (such as revegetated 
mined back dune depressions), the method of recording all evidence of past land use was 
broadly consistent and accords with the methodology outlined below. 

2.3 Methodology 
Preparation of the Yuraygir inventory generally involved, but was not limited to, the following 
principal tasks:  

• review and analysis of existing documentation on Yuraygir National Park. Material included 
records in the Historic Heritage Information Management System (HHIMS) and the Aboriginal 
Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS), relevant historic heritage survey reports, 
and material compiled by the project historian Jo Kijas 

• regular liaison, including meetings, with the project manager, DECC rangers and other Grafton 
area field staff  

• inventory recording (fieldwork) that involved interpretation of the landscape, preparation of 
inventory sheets, photography, and preparation of maps and plans 

• formulation of recommendations for future work. 

The following section provides detail of specific project methodologies and data output 
(production). 

2.3.1 Review 
The DECC Culture and Heritage Research Section supplied a range of background material 
including heritage studies, cultural heritage management texts, HHIMS data and general park 
information. These documents were reviewed to provide a focus for fieldwork and served as 
the initial starting point for the identification of actual and potential heritage items, sites, site 
complexes and cultural landscapes. 

In addition to the material provided by DECC, the following resources were used to further aid 
in the refinement of recording targets, and to provide base maps for locating features and 
landscapes: 

Topographic maps 

1:25 000 series – Yamba 9539-2S; Brooms Head 9538-1N; Sandon 9538-1S; Tucabia 9538-
4-S; Bare Point 9538-3S; Pillar Valley 9538-2N; North Solitary Islands 9538-2-S, Red Rock 
9538-3-S 

These plans provided general topographical detail of the park area and were used as base 
maps to locate and plot features and cultural landscapes in conjunction with 1: 35 000 fire 
management maps provided by DECC’s Grafton office.  
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Historic parish maps 

County of Clarence: Parishes of Candole, Scope, Wooli Wooli and Red Rock (LPI DVDs 
PmapGF03 and PmapGF04) 

These maps and plans provided information about historic land subdivision, such as grants 
and village and recreation reserves, as well some detail of lease areas and land use, such as 
sand and gold mining (see Appendix). 

Orthophotomaps 

A complete set of orthophotomaps covering the study area was reviewed (Department of 
Lands DVD 13: X4545-3 to Y8260-8). 

This series, at a scale of 1:4000, dates to between 1971 and 1990 and, as well as 
topography, provides some information about land use during that period.  

Aerial photographs 

Aerial photography of the Yuraygir area is covered by the Woodburn and Bare Point runs and 
dates from the 1950s until the present day. Available images were as follows: 

Aerial photography covering the Yuraygir area – northern NSW 

Area Number Date Scale Film Coverage* 

9539 1953 30 000 B&W PN 

9539 1958 58 500 B&W PS 

9539 1964 39 000 B&W PN 

9539 1966 39 500 B&W P 

9539 1967 39 000 B&W P 

9539 1971 41 000 B&W F 

9539 1977 25 000 B&W PN 

9539 1978 25 000 B&W P 

9539 1979 25 000 B&W P 

9539 1980 60 489 B&W F 

9539 1988 40 000 B&W F 

9539 1993 25 000 Colour F 

9539 1998 25 000 Colour F 

Woodburn 

9539 2001 25 000 Colour – 

Bare Point 9538 1967 38 000 B&W P 

 9538 1967 37 000 B&W P 

 9538 1970 58 500 B&W F 

 9538 1977 25 000 B&W PS 

 9538 1978 25 000 B&W F 

 9538 1979 75 000 B&W F 

 9538 1987 40 000 B&W F 

 9538 1993 25 000 Colour F 

 9538 1998 25 000 Colour F 

 9538 2000 25 000 Colour F 

* PN – partially north, PS – partially south, P – partial only, F – full 
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A number of these photos are held at the DECC office at Grafton. They aided in the identification 
of built structures, and the definition of historic areas of land use such as cropping and sand 
mining that are not readily evident on the ground. 

Waterways Authority boating maps 

The following maps were utilised during the course of the project: 

Waterways maps covering the Yuraygir area – northern NSW 

Number Map type Coverage 

Maps 1 and 2 Coastal map Tweed Heads to Brooms Head 

Maps 3 and 4 Coastal map Brooms Head to Crescent Head 

Map 2b Boating Clarence, Wooli Wooli and Sandon rivers 
 

These weatherproof boating maps are prepared for boating enthusiasts and fishermen, and 
show a range of maritime recreational features such as jetties, moorings, tide gauges, 
camping areas and boat launching areas.  

Additional books and documents 

Primary and secondary documentary resources relating to the commercial and recreational 
histories of the park were also reviewed. 

These materials were continually reviewed as the project progressed to ensure an evolving 
and comprehensive understanding of the history and cultural heritage of the study area. 

2.3.2 Liaison 
The project was greatly aided by the efforts of Grafton district DECC rangers and field staff 
who kindly and readily provided information relevant to ‘targeting’ historic sites. 

2.3.3 Fieldwork 
Twenty days were allocated for fieldwork within Yuraygir National Park. The first two days 
were taken up with general reconnaissance of the park and liaison with the appropriate 
regional DECC Parks and Wildlife Group rangers and field office staff. The remaining 18 days 
were split into three blocks of six days, which were used to record the three major natural 
subdivisions of the park. 

Site subdivision and timing 

The following table summarises the subdivision of the park into manageable recording units 
which are largely defined by the major waterways that naturally divide the park into northern, 
central, and southern zones. The table also shows the time allocation within each recording 
area. 
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Yuraygir Inventory Recording Fieldwork Program 

Task Location Time (days) Date (2006) 

Reconnoitre Grafton DECC Office; Yuraygir National Park 2 3–4 April 

Area A Northern Angourie to Sandon 6 5–10 April 

Area B Central Sandon to Wooli 6 8–13 May 

Area C Southern   Wooli to Red Rock 6 22–27 May 

Fieldwork completion 20 27 May 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Area C 

Area B 

Area A 
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Targeting 

An interim list of 'target' sites, based on existing HHIMS data, historical research, and the 
analysis of maps, plans and aerial photos, was prepared prior to the first field trip and during 
the initial two days of study area orientation. Sites with recreational association were initially 
given the highest priority, but all known or potential historic cultural heritage items, site 
complexes, elements and landscapes were considered. 

This interim list was refined during the first field trip. Generally, there was a slight shift in focus 
from recreational sites, which were proving to retain little physical evidence of past use, to 
former pastoral and agricultural locations, which retained built heritage and culturally modified 
landscapes. The revision process involved in-depth discussions with DECC regional staff who 
were very familiar with the study area, and who had first hand knowledge of the cultural 
heritage of the area and the locations of significant landscapes and other vestiges of the past. 

The revised list was prioritised and regularly amended in the field according to such factors as 
relevance, relative significance or importance, access, and best use of time available for 
recording. 

Recording 

As mentioned above, cultural landscapes and site complexes were identified from HHIMS 
data, historical data, maps, aerial photos, and discussions with DECC field staff.  

Broad cultural landscapes and complexes were described in field notebooks, digitally 
photographed, and plotted on paper base maps (1:35 000 DECC fire management plans). 
The extent of each landscape or complex was marked on the map with delineation based on 
site inspection, old aerial photos and topographic maps. Where appropriate, a series of GPS 
points further refined landscape and complex boundaries. 

GPS information 

All GPS points presented in this report show eastings and northings according to the AUS66 
(AGD66) coordinate system. WGS84 (GDA94) has largely superseded this system, however, 
DECC continues to use AGD66 for most of its map work. Conversion between the two systems is 
as follows: 

Reading GDA94 to AGD66 AGD66 to GDA94 

Easting Decease by 105 m  Increase by 105 m 

Northing Decrease by 190 m Increase by 190 m 

 

Within the defined landscape and site complex areas, recording of individual historic heritage 
items was undertaken as follows: 

• Location 

 The location of each item or complex was described in the field notebook and plotted on a 
base map (tagged with a GPS point). 

• Inventory 

 Complexes and constituent individual items were recorded initially in a field notebook, with 
relevant data later transferred to an inventory sheet based on a modified HHIMS form. It was 
intended to record all items of moveable cultural heritage on the DECC Historic Moveable 
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Heritage Inventory Forms, but as there were few items of significant moveable heritage 
encountered they were recorded as part of the fabric of individual sites or complexes. 

• Drawing 

 Select items and complexes, mainly stockyards, were drawn at an appropriate scale, generally 
between 1:50 and 1:250 depending on the nature of the item and time constraints. The plans 
were prepared in an A3 sketchpad or on double-sided A4 or A3 polyester drafting film with 
2H–6H drafting pencils. All detailed drawings featured title information, scale bar, north arrow, 
a bearing on the main axis or baseline, and at least one GPS point. 

 Items that did not warrant detailed drawings or diagrams were depicted as rough, annotated 
sketches in the field notebooks. 

• Photography 

 Landscapes, complexes and elements were photographed in context and in detail in general 
accordance with NSW Heritage Office guidelines. All images were taken in fine JPEG format 
with a digital camera. Most featured a one metre red and white scale bar or Yamayo mini rod. 

 All photos were logged in a daily image register with details including frame number, area, 
description, direction and date. At the end of each field trip the images were burnt to disc and 
a copy forwarded to head office. 

 Post-production of images was limited to image cropping, straightening and minor 
enhancement using iPhoto 6.0 or Adobe Photoshop Elements 4.0. 

2.3.4 Survey coverage 
Survey concentrated on accessible areas with known or suspected historic heritage sites. 
There was also general exploration of fire trails and tracks that were accessible on foot or by 
4WD vehicle. Generally, investigation beyond areas accessible by tracks was limited due to 
the dense nature of vegetation and ground cover. 

2.3.5 Analysis 
At the completion of the fieldwork component of the project, an archaeological synthesis and 
overview was prepared. This overview, based on the results of the review, research and 
fieldwork, is presented in section 4. 

2.3.6 Output 
This study is presented in two volumes – Volume 1: Report (this volume) and Volume 2: 
Inventory.  Both volumes are available on CD through the Culture and Heritage Research 
Section and the Culture and Heritage Information Systems and Assessment Section. 

Volume 1: Report 

This volume presents an appraisal and overview of historic heritage within Yuraygir National 
Park, and details the aims and methodologies of the Inventory Recording Project. 

The Yuraygir HI Workbook (on CD only) is a spreadsheet which lists all complexes and 
elements recorded during the archaeological fieldwork. It is colour coded as follows:  

• Red HHIMS listings 
• Blue Complexes and elements that have been detailed on an inventory sheet 
• Black Complexes and elements that have been recorded in the spreadsheet only 
• Green Location not visited or not relocated. 
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Volume 2: Inventory 

This volume presents the inventory (data) sheets created for select complexes and features 
within the study area. Not all recorded sites and features within the study area have been 
detailed in an inventory sheet. The reasons for this were as follows: 

• Over 200 locations were recorded. Time and budgetary constraints did not allow for the 
creation of data sheets for all items, as inventory sheet preparation generally took 1–2 
hours per location. 

• Limited contextual or other information for some sites meant that such locations were 
often best presented in spreadsheet form. 

• Some sites that were ephemeral or reproduced across the landscape did not warrant 
individual inventory sheets. Examples include post and wire perimeter or paddock fences, 
and beekeeping sites. 

• Some sites were part of the historic landscape of the area but were technically not ‘on-
park’. Examples include utilities such as pumping stations and electrical substations. 

The inventory sheets that are presented in Volume 2 generally cover a wide range of site 
types and detail the main historic heritage locations as identified through historical research 
and archaeological survey. These sheets should be read in conjunction with the Yuraygir HI 
Workbook that details all locations recorded during the project. 
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3 History 

3.1 Aboriginal history 
The planning area encompasses parts of the country of the Gumbaingirr and Yaegl people. 
The name Yuraygir is derived from the Yaegl (Yaygirr) language group. 

Evidence of past occupation includes open campsites, middens, scarred trees and quarry 
sites principally sited along coastal headlands, bays and estuaries. A large midden in Station 
Creek camping area has been radiometrically dated and found to contain material dated to 
1650 years BP.1 Unfortunately, numerous sites along this section of the north coast have 
been disturbed or destroyed as a result of sand mining in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Settler incursion and settlement on the north coast in the 19th century ensured some 
dislocation and displacement of local Aboriginal groups and disrupted local social networks 
and economies. Despite this and occasional massacres at the hands of settlers, local 
Aboriginal people maintained strong links to the Yuraygir landscape. Many Gumbaingirr and 
Yaegl elders living in the area still speak their tribal languages and retain traditional 
knowledge of the park landscape, its resources and the locations of places of mythological 
and spiritual significance.  

The study area falls within the jurisdiction of four local Aboriginal land councils (LALCs):  

• Birrigan-Gargle LALC (northern) 

• Yaegl LALC  (north-western) 

• Grafton-Ngerrie LALC (southern and central) 

• Coffs Harbour LALC (far southern). 

In addition, there are elders groups and Aboriginal cooperatives associated with these LALCs 
that also have an association with Yuraygir. 

3.2 History since 1788 
Settler occupation and land use on the north coast since the mid 19th century has included: 

• Timber getting 

 Initial exploitation of highly valued species such as cedar (‘red gold’). 

• Squatting and stock grazing  

 Sheep initially (until major problems with liver fluke in the 1850s), then cattle. 

 Seasonal grazing (over winter) was common within the Yuraygir National Park area and there are a 
number of former coastal grazing lease areas and properties within the study area.  

• Cropping   

 Wheat was an early crop until the spread of wheat rust in the 1860s. Maize was common 
subsequently, with bananas from the late 1860s.  

 Twentieth century cropping within Yuraygir has included fodder (setaria), bananas and pineapples. 

 

                                                      
1 Yarrawarra Aboriginal Corporation 1997 
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• Sugar cane 

 Dominant north coast crop after 1870.  

 Cane growing within the Yuraygir area was a relatively late agricultural activity with most cane crops 
established in the 1970s and later. 

• Timber industry 

 The pioneer industry was revitalised in the early 19th century with the exploitation of a wider range 
of species, and later enhanced by scientific forestry practices and the establishment of plantations.  

 Yuraygir National Park includes several areas that have formerly been subject to logging and is 
bordered by a number of existing state forests. 

• Dairy farming 

 Prominent on the north coast between 1880 and 1930.  

 There was at least one dairy farm (Fullers) within the Yuraygir National Park area. 

• Establishment of camps, villages and townships 

 Most settlement areas within or adjacent to the Yuraygir Park area were established in the early 
20th century and include Angourie, Brooms Head, Sandon, Minnie Water, Diggers Camp, Wooli, 
Green Hills and Red Rock. 

• Commercial fishing 

 Trawling, netting, trapping and line fishing at beaches, rivers, creeks, estuaries and inshore waters 
from the early 20th century; also oyster growing. 

• Sand mining 

 Mineral sands were first mined in Australia in the 1930s at Byron Bay. By the late 1940s, rutile and 
zircon mining had spread to Queensland and further south in NSW. 

 Beach sand mining in the Yuraygir area was extensive and was predominantly undertaken in the 
1960s and 1970s. 

• Recreation 

 Recreational fishing, camping and hunting dates from the early 20th century. Increased tourism 
from the late 1960s includes surfers, recreational fishermen, bushwalkers and naturists among the 
visitors (see below). 

All these activities have shaped the north coast landscape, and within Yuraygir cattle grazing 
and timber cutting, for example, have created tangible evidence of past park use in the form 
of huts, yards, roads, stock fences and other material traces. Buchanan’s Hut for example, 
constructed entirely of tea tree and located south of the Wooli River, is part of a complex of 
pastoral sites that serve as a reminder of grazing in Yuraygir National Park over the last one 
hundred years. 

The most noticeable human impact, however, has been major modifications to sand-dune 
systems – the inevitable result of intensive sand mining and the clearing of forested areas for 
pastoralism. Mineral sand mining and subsequent rehabilitation over the last 30 years has left 
extensive areas of modified beach ridge system throughout the study area. Recent additions 
to Yuraygir National Park have included areas formerly managed by NSW State Forests. Like 
the frontal dune systems, these former forestry areas have been subject to major landscape 
modification over time. 
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3.2.1 Recreation 
There is a long history of recreational use of the Yuraygir coast dating back to the earliest 
days of post-contact settlement in the Clarence Valley. Recreation during the 20th century 
has focused on the beaches, rivers, towns and villages within the study area. Significant 
areas with recreational association include the Sandon huts complex featuring a range of 
'make do' huts. These dwellings were generally constructed between the 1930s and 1960s on 
Crown land under Permissive Occupancies granted by the former Lands Department prior to 
the creation of this central section of Yuraygir National Park in 1983. The huts at Sandon 
have been assessed as significant cultural heritage items because of their place in the history 
of early coastal recreation and commercial fishing. 

3.3 Park history 
Yuraygir National Park was established in 1980 and incorporated the former Angourie and 
Red Rock national parks as well as all Crown land in the vicinity available for reservation at 
that time. Since then, the park has grown and includes land zoned for acquisition in the 1980s 
that has been purchased and added to the park. 
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4 Cultural Heritage 
The pre-fieldwork analysis and review of documents, maps and plans suggested that a large 
range of potential items, site complexes, elements and landscapes were to be found within 
Yuraygir National Park. The fieldwork program, however, determined that the actual variety of 
heritage sites with visible or potential remains was limited. 

The variation between what was expected and what was actually recorded during survey was 
largely due to the following factors: 

• Many of the historic activities that have occurred within the park have left a limited (or no) 
archaeological footprint. Prime examples include recreational activities such as camping, 
fishing and surfing which are generally not represented by discernable physical remains. 

• Some areas that have had a long history of use have been constantly renewed to such an 
extent that the presentation of such areas is ‘modern’. Examples include the many 
coastal camping locations that have been maintained, refashioned and updated 
(particularly since their management by NSW NPWS/DECC). While these areas have 
historic significance and can be mapped, they have little surviving historic fabric 
associated with them. 

• Former settlement areas, mainly rural homestead sites such as Green Hills, have become 
severely overgrown since they were acquired or abandoned. The Green Hills site, for 
example, which featured two shops and a number of cottages in the 1950s, is completely 
overgrown with dense casuarina regrowth and invasive weed species such as lantana 
and bitou bush. 

• NSW NPWS/DECC management practices, such as aggressive regeneration, landscape 
stabilisation, and the encouragement of ‘natural’ regrowth, have served to obscure some 
areas of potential and limited site visibility (see section 5). 

The following sections outline the cultural heritage recorded within Yuraygir National Park. For 
the purposes of this report, ‘what was expected’ (expectations) is contrasted against ‘what 
was there’ (results) in order to contrast the investigation limitations and project results. 

It should be noted here that almost all the landscapes outlined below have distinctive features 
as well as multi-phase or multi-use components that overlap or are part of alternative 
landscapes. An old stock route, for example, may have a contemporary use as a fire trail or 
camp access track, as well as a living history that includes use as a cattle, forestry or sand 
mining track. 
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4.1 Aboriginal landscapes since 1788 

4.1.1 Themes 
Peopling Australia – Aboriginal cultures and interactions with other cultures 

4.1.2 Expectations 
Items, features and landscapes may include Aboriginal archaeological sites, and more recent 
campsites, holiday areas and fishing locations. The latter are likely to be indistinguishable 
from those used by the wider population, but can still be mapped based on historical 
information. 

There may also be an opportunity to map Aboriginal involvement in rural industry as attested 
to in the north coast historical record (cane cutting, banana farming, mustering, honey 
gathering and corkwood collecting). 

4.1.3 Results 
No distinct physical evidence of Aboriginal occupation or use of the landscape since the late 
18th century was recorded during the current project. Despite this, it is well known that many 
Aboriginal people have historic and ongoing attachment and association with the Yuraygir 
area, and historic records and oral history attests to a number of locations with historic 
Aboriginal significance. 

While no Aboriginal sites dating since 1788 were recorded, places with Aboriginal association 
and significance since that time (based on historical research) could be plotted on a base 
map of the park, and the following items were noted (see figure 2). 

Midden:  Yuraygir north — Aboriginal shell midden with stone artefacts eroding out 
of clifftop to the south of Red Cliff.   

Open campsite:  Yuraygir north — Possible open campsite near the end of the Toumbaal 
Creek fire trail on the banks of Toumbaal Creek and Sandon River. 

   

                   
 
 
Figure 2: Left – Midden at Red Cliff 

 Right – Open campsite with worked cobble at Toumbaal Creek 
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Aboriginal people are known 
to have collected shellfish 
and wildflowers from the 
northern end of the park. 

The Lake Arragan/Plumbago 
Headland area is known to 
have been used for camping 
and visitation by Aboriginal 
people in the 19th century.   

19th century massacre of 
Aboriginal people at the Red 
Rock headland (not on-park) 

Yaegl people caught and 
sold beach worms to 
holidaying fisherman 
between Red Rock and 
Freshwater in the 20th 
century. 

Aboriginal camps and 
ceremonies at Green Hills 

 

Figure 3:  Locations within Yuraygir with Aboriginal association since 1788 
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4.2 Settlement landscapes 

4.2.1 Themes 
Developing local, regional and national economies – communication, commerce, environment 
(cultural landscape) 

Building settlements, towns and cities – land tenure, utilities, accommodation 

4.2.2 Expectations 
The villages of Angourie, Brooms Head, Sandon, Minnie Water, Diggers Camp and Wooli are 
sited at prime locations along the Yuraygir coast between Yamba and Red Rock. While it is 
not practical to record all aspects of these settlements (most of which are not on-park), their 
establishment and development may be mapped.  

4.2.3 Results 
All the villages within the study area were visited during the project fieldwork. The bulk of 
these locations were established as holiday camps in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 
with more permanent settlement from the 1920s. Only Sandon was subject to any recording 
as this was the only settlement site on-park. In this instance recording was limited to 
photography and updating of the relevant HHIMS sheets.2 

External to the settlement sites, and within the park, were numerous items related to 
amenities provision including: 

• quarries and ‘grab’ sites 

• tip or rubbish dump sites 

• power stations 

• water pumping stations 

• telephone and power lines 

• lakes and reservoirs 

• access tracks and roads. 

These sites were generally subject to recording and were plotted on the relevant base plans. 
Examples include Wooli pumping station at Lake Hiawatha, the Sandon Track, Wooli dump, 
Minnie Water pumping station and Brooms Head power station (figures 4–7). 

 

                                                      
2 Previous NSW NPWS recording of the huts by heritage architect Geoff Ashley was deemed to be adequate.  
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Figure 4:  Yuraygir settlement areas and selected infrastructure and amenities 
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Figure 5: Minnie Water pumping 
station at Lake Hiawatha (SSE) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Typical gravel quarry or 
‘grab pit’ – Brooms Head Road 
(SSW) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Brooms Head electrical 
substation (SW) 
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4.3 Rural industry landscapes 

4.3.1 Themes  
Developing local, regional and national economies – agriculture, industry, pastoralism 

4.3.2 Expectations 
Items associated with dairying may include milking sheds, farm gates, fences, tracks, drains, 
pasture paddocks, and hut and homestead complexes. Items associated with grazing may 
include stockyards, sheds, huts, fences, dips, stock routes, tanks and coastal grazing locales. 
Cropping items may include levelled cane fields and cutters’ huts, orchards, hillside banana 
farms, mixed farming fields, fences, irrigation systems and tanks. Features and landscapes 
associated with beekeeping may include bee boxes amid stands of eucalypts. 

4.3.3 Results 
Dairying 

While dairying was a significant north coast rural industry, particularly in the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries, dairying has not been a significant industry within the Yuraygir area. The 
only known dairying site and the only dairy site recorded during the current project was 
Fullers/Doyles Dairy off Wooli Road below the Wooli Road junction with Diggers Camp Road. 
This site featured no remains of the dairy operation but was notable for the modification to the 
local environment due to the establishment of an irrigation drain from Lake Hiawatha. Over 
time, this drain appears to have turned an open woodland and grassland area into paperbark 
swampland. 

Grazing 

The north coast hinterland has been used for grazing since the 19th century and numerous 
locations within Yuraygir have been subject to coastal grazing. As a rule, coastal locales in 
the north-east of the state have been traditionally used for the wintering of cattle. 

Generally the numerous fence lines that delineate former grazing areas dominate evidence of 
grazing. Other evidence includes: 

• cattle yards and fenced paddocks 

• huts 

• dip sites (see section 4.11) 

• setaria planting areas 

• dams 

• a travelling stock reserve (TSR) 

• river and creek crossing points 

• lick sheds. 

The most obvious of these are the setaria planting areas in the central and southern parts of 
the park. This forage crop was planted in the late 20th century to provide animal feed but is 
now widely considered a weed problem within the park. 
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Setaria 

Setaria sphacelata is a perennial tussock grass that grows readily to 2 m in a wide variety of 
environments. The grass is native to Africa, but has become well established in Australia due to its 
planting as permanent pasture and ‘cut and carry’ crop. The grass is very palatable when young, but 
becomes less attractive to grazing animals as it matures. Within Yuraygir, setaria was planted at a 
number of locations as a pasture grass in the 20th century.  

This grass, also known as pigeon grass and golden bristle grass, forms a dense stable groundcover 
and can be used for the production of hay (in the finer varieties) and silage (fermented feed). It is 
generally more tolerant of water logging than the majority of similar grasses and is also moderately 
tolerant of shade, fire, grazing and cutting. 

Setaria spreads effectively by seed and readily colonises disturbed areas. Not surprisingly, the grass 
has become a weed species within the park and has moved well beyond the locations in which it was 
established. The grass remains a significant ecological park management issue.3

 

                                                     

Cropping 

Evidence of past broadscale cropping in the Yuraygir area is limited to a number of plantation 
areas. These include: 

• a banana farm 

• several cane farms. 

Of these, the cane farms have had the greatest impact on the local landscape and 
environment. The establishment of cane farms, though restricted, has involved the levelling of 
crop sites and the establishment of intricate channel drainage systems, as well as the total 
removal of pre-existing vegetation and its replacement with a monoculture. 

Beekeeping 

Beekeeping is believed to be one of the oldest continuing commercial activities within the park 
area. While it has a significant place in the history of the park, its archaeological footprint is 
small. Generally, former beekeeping locations mirror the modern ones (small cleared areas 
featuring portable bee boxes) and are known principally from historic records. 

It is understood that there is a GIS layer which shows current locations of beekeeping leases.  

See figures 8–17. 

 
3 www.tropicalforages.info 
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Figure 8:  Rural industry features and landscapes in Yuraygir National Park 
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Figure 9: Stockyard race at former 
Nilands property (ENE) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Cattle dip, Nilands Yards (S) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Buchanan’s Hut (SW) 
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Figure 12: Beekeeping site to the 
north of Brooms Head (E) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Cane cutters shed or 
hut – former Carson’s cane farm 
(E) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Ruins of a banana 
packing shed – Banana Hill (SSW) 
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Figure 15: Salt lick shed – Jeffries 
(SW) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Corduroy creek 
crossing – Saltwater Creek (SSW) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Lemon tree at Cassons tick 
inspection camp (W)  

Citrus trees such as this are common at stockyard 
and hut sites throughout the study area. 
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A note on fences 

There are numerous fences within the study area. Most of these relate to the pastoral history 
of the park. Historically these fences have served a myriad of purposes from defining land 
and property areas and subdividing paddocks to functioning as important control mechanisms 
in the battle against the spread of cattle tick. 

While many fences within the park have historical significance, most have been renewed, 
often many times, and their value generally lies in their history and arrangement rather than 
their fabric which is replicated across the park and the NSW rural landscape. 

Most of the fences at Yuraygir, with the exception of those associated with yards and tick 
control lines, were subject to incidental, limited recording. The following outlines fence history 
and fence types within Yuraygir in lieu of detailed recording sheets. 

 

Fences at Yuraygir 

Fences define, delineate and distinguish the Australian rural and regional landscape, and have a 
long history of use and evolution. 

The first rural fences used in Australia were post and rail fences. These were widespread from the 
early 19th century but were generally used in a limited fashion for small enclosures due to their 
relatively high cost and the effort required to establish them. 

Technical advances in wire production in the mid to late 19th century heralded the arrival of the post 
and wire fence, which utilised wooden fence posts and plain or barbed wire in a variety of gauges. 
Wire fencing was relatively cheap and easy to install and became widespread from around the 
1870s. The use of this type of fencing, which continues to this day, had significant physical and social 
consequences. It allowed large pastoral holdings to be broken up into a series of smaller more 
manageable units (paddocks) and as a consequence it ushered in the slow demise of the Australian 
pastoral icons – shepherds and stockmen. 

Within Yuraygir, the majority of extant pastoral, property and park fencing is post and wire in 
combinations of plain and barbed wire ranging from post and 3-wire to post and 6-wire. While some 
of the fence alignments and arrangements date to land and internal property divisions from the 19th 
century, most of the fence fabric has been renewed may times due to wear and periodic fire.  

Less common, but nevertheless present, are some examples of post and rail fencing. Most of this 
type of fencing is of a similar vintage to the post and wire fencing and its use reflects function rather 
than antiquity. Post and rail fencing within the park typically occurs at stock management sites such 
as the main yard and dip sites where strong rail fencing was more appropriate than wire fencing. 

For additional information see Pickard (2005, 2006). 

 

See figures 18–20. 
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Figure 18: Post and 4-rail fence at Nilands Yards (WNW) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Burnt out post and barbed wire fence at the Yards 
Trail campsite (E) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Burnt out post and wire fence at the Saltwater 
Creek crossing yards and tick gate site (SW) 
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4.4 Forest industry landscapes 

4.4.1 Themes 
Developing local, regional and national economies – environmental (cultural landscape), 
forestry 

4.4.2 Expectations 
Items, features and landscapes are likely to include forestry huts, plantations, and logging 
roads or tracks. Other features may include mill sites, timber tramways, earth and log ramps, 
and areas of clear felling (remnant stumps). 

4.4.3 Results 
There are two distinct forestry landscapes within the park. These are former state forest 
plantation areas (pine) and areas of indigenous vegetation that have been subject to clear 
felling or selective logging. 

Generally the old plantation areas are distinctive as a result of pine sapling regrowth. There is 
little on-park plantation infrastructure, with the exception of logging roads – most infrastructure 
is within the adjacent state forests. Areas where native timbers have been logged are 
generally regrown but feature numerous remnant stumps and some logging and allied 
industry infrastructure. Evidence of the harvesting of native forest includes:  

• earth and log loading ramps 

• the mid 20th century camps of sleeper cutters Jonaas Zilinskas and Charlie Turner 

• numerous cut tree stumps 

• possible evidence of two small scale milling sites 

• fire tower (off-park). 

See figures 21–25. 
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Candole State Forest 

Jonaas Zilinskas’s camp and 
monument 

Barcoongere State Forest 
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Newfoundland State Forest 
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Figure 21: Locations within Yuraygir with forestry associations 
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Figure 22: Top left – Typical earth and 
log loading ramp, Minnie Water Road 
(E) 

Figure 23: Top right – Ringbarked 
tree, Charlie Turner’s Camp, Diggers 
Camp Road (SW) 

Figure 24: Left – Slovenski’s 
Monument at the campsite of sleeper 
cutter Jonaas ‘Johnno’ Zilinskas (N) 

Figure 25: Above –  Machinery 
associated with c1970s milling site, 
off Nilands Trail (W) 
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4.5 Commercial fishing landscapes 

4.5.1 Themes 
Developing local, regional and national economies – fishing 

4.5.2 Expectations 
Items, features and landscapes associated with commercial fishing may include boat slips, 
wharves and jetties, abandoned floats and boats, and seasonal accommodation (huts or 
shacks). There was a co-operative and shed at Sandon. Items associated with oyster growing 
may include oyster racks, shucking sheds, huts, tracks, discarded paraphernalia, and oyster 
shell mounds. Landscapes associated with gathering commercial bait (worms, pipis and 
mullet) include beaches and river mouths. Physical evidence may be limited. 

4.5.3 Results 
Commercial fishing 

Commercial fishing has occurred along the northern NSW coastline and in its many estuaries 
since the 19th century. Land based operations in the vicinity of the study area date 
predominantly from the 20th century. Evidence of commercial operation is limited but 
includes: 

• a co-operative and trawling operation (Wooli) – off-park 

• a former co-operative and associated infrastructure (shed and boat slip) at Sandon. 

Oyster growing 

Oysters have been grown commercially in sheltered estuaries within the Yuraygir area for an 
indefinite period. Most of the main river systems feature oyster racks, but the Wooli River area 
is the only location in which the operation continues. On-park remnants of oyster growing 
include: 

• the abandoned Gorman’s oyster works at Sandon (north side), including an abandoned oyster 
punt with a mechanical arm, and a processing area (drying trays, sorting machine). 

Commercial bait gathering 

As anticipated, there is no physical evidence of commercial marine bait gathering in the park 
area. It is known, however, that some families did search for bait (beachworms) in the past in 
areas which can be mapped from oral histories. 

See figures 26–29. 
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Wooli fishing co-operative 
and facilities (off-park) 

Oyster leases from the late 
19th century 

Sandon oyster leases and 
abandoned processing 
works (Gorman’s) 

Commercial oyster leases 
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Figure 26:  Locations within Yuraygir with commercial fishing associations 
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Figure 27: Abandoned oyster 
ge with mechanical loading arm 

– Sandon River (SW) 
bar

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Oyster rack-making 
equipment – Sandon River (S) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Former fishermen’s co-
operative – Sandon River (WSW) 
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4.6 Mining landscapes 

4.6.1 Themes 
Developing local, regional and national economies – mining, environment (cultural landscape) 

4.6.2 Expectations 
Items, features and landscapes associated with sand mining may include coastal dune 
systems that have been subject to major landscape alteration. Most will now be revegetated 
but can probably be plotted from parish maps, topographic maps, and historic aerial 
photographs. Other items may include sand mining trails and old mining compounds.  

Some gold mining was undertaken in the Diggers Camp area in the early 20th century. Items 
and sites related to this may include adits, drives, sluices, races, machinery and mullock 
heaps. 

Coal mining was undertaken at Red Cliffs where coal strata are visible in the headland. 
Material remains may include mine shafts, tracks, tailings mounds, loading wharves and 
jetties. 

4.6.3 Results 
Sand mining 

Sand mining in the Yuraygir area was undertaken in the period between around 1930 and the 
late 1970s. From the 1960s sand mining was linked to clashes between environmentalists 
and the mining companies, which led to the establishment of conservation areas in the 1980s. 
Altered historic sand mining landscapes along coastal foreshores were located on the ground 
and plotted from historical research and old aerial photographs. Most of these areas have 
been allowed to revegetate and feature a mix of native and exotic vegetation. 

Generally, there was little remnant infrastructure associated with this use of the park with the 
exception of some of the former sand mining roads that were cut or enhanced by mining 
companies. Some of these roads provided greater camper access into the more desirable 
camping spots and several remain in use. 

There is an existing NSW Mineral Resources GIS layer for sand mining in the region. 

Other mining 

While there is anecdotal evidence of gold mining at Diggers Camp and coal mining at Red 
Cliff, as well as platinum mining at Plumbago Headland, no physical evidence was recorded 
during the current project. 

See figures 30–32. 
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Sand mining in Yuraygir 

The mining of mineral sands took place along the Yuraygir coastline in the late 20th century (generally 
between 1930 and 1980). It is uncertain when all of the mining took place, or all the methods used; however 
the target minerals are likely to have included zircon, rutile, ilmenite, tin, platinum, monazite and garnet, 
which were generally extracted for processing as a mixed concentrate. 

The first area that appears to have been mined was Angourie, where the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing 
Company (TAMCO), incorporating local producers Derrick, Anderson and Porter, commenced black sand 
mining operations in 1935. Here they extracted the mineral zircon which was shipped in concentrate form to 
TAMCO in the USA. In 1939 the Angourie operation had been exhausted and the company commenced 
mining at Minnie Water and Woolgoolga, obtaining a rich mixed concentrate. In 1940 the company moved 
its operations to Cudgen on the far north coast. 

Another operator within the park area was Dillingham Mining Company of Australia Ltd, which mined a 
number of statewide leases including a lease at Wooli and a dredging plant at Brooms Head (c1974–78). 
The Brooms Head operation was sold to local producers McGeary Brothers of Woodburn who operated this 
site from 1979, treating the concentrate at Woodburn. The Wooli area was also mined by sand mining giant 
Cudgen RZ Ltd, though the exact dates of operation are unknown. Cudgen RZ is also known to have 
operated in the Sandon area (Morley 1981; Johanness 2001). 

Operations 

Mineral sand mining typically involved onsite mining and concentration plants where sand was extracted 
then fed into a concentrator. Techniques used varied from site to site and included line dredging and dry 
milling. After concentration, mined sand was subject to mineral extraction and the tailings replaced. 

Generally, sand mining removed only a small portion (1–3%) of the total sand mass at any given site, 
however it greatly affected geomorphology and soil structure at the mined site. 

Typical changes, which occurred when mineral sand was mined from a coastal area, included: 

• broadening and lowering of the frontal dune 

• seaward or landward displacement of the frontal dune 

• decreasing the stability of the frontal dune by removing any existing indurated sand beds 

• removal of dune vegetation and wildlife habitat 

• dieback of tertiary vegetation adjacent to mined areas (NSW PWD and SCS 1987, p20). 

Detailed information on the history of sand mining along the east coast can be found in Morley (1981). 
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Figure 30:  Locations within Yuraygir with mining associations 
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Figure 31:  View along Shelly Beach, across former sand mining area, towards Plumbago (S) 

Note the flat, broad dune profile typical of rehabilitated foredunes that have been subject to sand mining. 

 

 

Figure 32: View along Red Cliff Beach to Red Cliff (S) 

Anecdotal evidence suggests coal mining occurred in this location. The coal strata is visible as a dark 
grey-black band in the foreground and in the cliff face below the layers of red clay and shale. 
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4.7 Military and defence landscapes 

4.7.1 Themes 
Governing – defence 

4.7.2 Expectations 
Mustard gas bombing experiments were undertaken at a World War II military training area 
between Diggers Camp and Minnie Water in central Yuraygir. There is unlikely to be 
significant infrastructure or material remains. There is also understood to be a 'World War II 
historic site' at Diggers camp (HHIMS Item ID 6647 – SHI 3911602). 

4.7.3 Results 
Documentary evidence reports that there was a short-lived mustard gas bombing exercise in 
central Yuraygir during World War II. The operation included gun positions, target areas and 
observation posts. There is no obvious physical evidence of this operation and it is likely that 
the guns and any structures associated with the exercise were demountable, and were 
removed soon after the time of their use. Despite the lack of physical evidence, documentary 
evidence allows the mapping of relevant locations. 

No other evidence of military activity in the Yuraygir area was recorded during the current 
project. It is worth noting however that Diggers Camp was a location settled principally by 
returned soldiers, hence the name. 

There are believed to be some unexploded ordinances within the study area. The areas 
suspected to retain shells that have not been accounted for in military audits are shown on 
the current DECC draft fire management maps for the area. There are also some retrieved 
shells in private possession. 

See figure 33. 
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Figure 33:  Locations within Yuraygir with military associations 
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4.8 Recreational landscapes 

4.8.1 Themes 
Building settlements, towns and cities – accommodation 

Developing Australia’s cultural life – leisure 

4.8.2 Expectations 
Items associated with camping may include fireplaces, huts, informal parking areas and 
rubbish dumps. Structures are likely to range from the informal (campsites) to the permanent 
(leased huts). More recent items may include NPWS/DECC infrastructure. 

Items associated with recreational fishing include preferred fishing locations on beaches and 
along rivers and creeks, and bush tracks leading to these locations. Other features may 
include bait gathering areas, fish tables, crab pots, boat launching facilities and lookouts. 

Items associated with 4WD activities are likely to be limited to existing and abandoned tracks 
which can be mapped. In a sense it is these features, many of which reproduce old logging 
and sand mining tracks, that link the disparate camping areas of the park.  

Items, features and landscapes associated with surfing in the park are likely to be aspects of 
the natural environment and will include popular surfing locations such as point breaks, reef 
breaks and beach breaks, and the prominent shoreline or hinterland locations from which 
these breaks are viewed or the swell checked. 

4.8.3 Results 
Camping 

Camping along the Yuraygir coastline and in the lower reaches of the waterways that dissect 
the park has been popular since the early 20th century. Generally, evidence of use of the 
area for historic camping purposes is limited because the main camping spots remain in use 
and have been constantly renewed. Formalisation of the camping areas by NPWS/DECC has 
involved revegetation which limits visibility beyond the established camping areas.  

Separate to the informal camping areas are the Sandon huts, where leased permanent 
dwellings exist on-park. This residential and holiday area has developed in an ad hoc manner 
since the early 20th century and functions in a similar way to the other Yuraygir settlement 
areas. 

Recreational fishing 

Recreational fishing has been a favoured pastime of visitors to the Yuraygir area for many 
decades. Many of the beaches and rocky headlands are well known fishing locales with 
resident fish populations such as mulloway (jewfish), groper, bream, tarwhine, whiting and 
flathead, as well as seasonal pelagic (surface feeding) visitors such as tailor, kingfish and 
cobia. Popular locations include the Shelley Headland coffee rocks, Brooms Head, 
Freshwater, and One Man Headland. The lower reaches of the major rivers, particularly the 
Wooli and Sandon, are also well known for flathead, bream and whiting (as well as prawns 
and mud crabs). 

With the exception of a handful of boat ramps, there is little obvious evidence of this popular 
recreational activity, though the numerous cleared riverside areas at the end of bush tracks 
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and fire trails bear witness to past camping and fishing. Documentary evidence generally 
provides more scope for the mapping of the popular fishing locations than does physical 
evidence. 

The coastal boundary of Yuraygir National Park extends to the mean high water mark. 

Bush bashing and four wheel driving 

Since the 1950s, old cars (and later 4WDs) have utilised the tracks through the park created 
by pastoralists and sand miners to access camping locations and to ‘bush bash’. These 
vehicles have also created tracks of their own – mostly between camping locations and along 
the firmer beaches. 

Most of the evidence related to bush bashing is in the form of increasingly elaborate attempts 
by the NPWS to thwart 4WD activity. These include a variety of bollard arrangements, other 
obstacles and steel gates. The most significant of these anti-access measures was 
‘Friedrich’s Line’ – an innovative system of concrete pipe end bollards at either end of the 
former Arragan to Angourie track. 

Surfing 

Surfing has been popular in the Yuraygir National Park area since the late 1960s. Despite the 
popularity of the sport, the low environmental impact nature of this activity has resulted in a 
paucity of physical evidence of surfing. Despite this, popular surfing breaks could be mapped 
based on documentary and pictorial evidence. By far the best known location is Angourie 
Point at the extreme north end of the park. 

See figures 34–36. 
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Surfing and fishing in Yuraygir 

Fishing as a recreational activity has occurred on the beaches and rivers of the Yuraygir area for many 
decades. Often part of a north coast camping holiday, fishing in Yuraygir is facilitated by the variety of 
productive marine environments including beaches, rocky headlands, rivers, creeks and estuaries. 

Highly sought after species that have been targeted in the area include mulloway (jewfish), generally 
caught off the ocean beaches and headlands on heavy tackle, and dusky flathead, generally caught in 
the river systems up to the tidal limits. Both species are highly prized table fish and are the subject of 
many images and stories in local history books and seen on tackle shop walls and hotel fishing club 
boards. Other finfish and crustaceans that have been and continue to be regularly sought by 
recreational anglers include tailor, bream, whiting and mud crabs, the latter typically caught by trap, dilly 
or scoop net. 

The ‘traditional’ fishing areas of recreational fishermen have been somewhat curtailed over the past 
decade with the establishment of the Solitary Islands Marine Park which excludes or restricts 
recreational fishing within certain habitat zones. 

Surfing on the north coast took off in the 1960s in concert with the rise of 'tune in and drop out' ideology 
that saw alternative lifestylers making pilgrimages along the Australian east coast in search of the 
perfect wave. Popular locations that feature long, gentle waves include Crescent Head and Byron Bay’s 
‘The Pass’. 

In the late 1960s major advances in surfboard design, driven largely by a number of board makers who 
had set up in Byron Bay, saw the long, traditional 'plank' boards cut down to lighter and shorter boards 
capable of handling a greater variety of wave types. This ‘shortboard revolution’ allowed for steeper 
waves to be ridden in a more radical fashion and saw a host of new locations added to the east coast 
surfing itinerary. 

Angourie Point was one of the ‘new’ locations and from  around 1968 became known as one of the 
great point break locations on the East Coast. The pioneers of Angourie were a handful of the Byron 
Bay regulars and included multiple world title holder Robert ‘Nat’ Young. 
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Figure 34:  Select locations within Yuraygir with recreational associations 
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Figure 35:  Famed right-hand point break, Angourie (ESE) 

 

 
 
Figure 36:   Former cattle crossing point and later 4WD and recreational boat launching 

location, Colletts Crossing (N) 

Recreational fishing and camping locations such as this generally retain few traces of past use. 
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4.9 Park management landscapes 

4.9.1 Themes 
Governing – government and administration 

Developing Australia’s cultural life – leisure 

4.9.2 Expectations 
Items, features and landscapes may include bridges, fire trails, powerline easements, formal 
paths, and other elements of park infrastructure established by NSW government bodies that 
have had a stake in the operation of the various parts of the study area. 

4.9.3 Results 
By far the majority of obvious built infrastructure on-park within the Yuraygir study area relates 
to the recent period of NPWS/DECC management of the area. Concentrated on camping and 
visitation areas, but extending to fire trails, quarries, gates and perimeter fences, 
NPWS/DECC management since the mid-1970s is very apparent. 

While many of the improvements to the landscape, ecology and amenity of the area are due 
to the work of the NPWS/DECC, aggressive revegetation programs and regrowth in areas 
cleared before the park was established tend to obscure traces of the past that may otherwise 
be visible (see section 5). See figures 37 and 38. 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Left – ‘Friedrich’s Line’, a unique 
concrete pipe-end bollard system 
constructed in the north end of Yuraygir 
National Park in the mid 1980s (WSW) 

Figure 38: Right – Erosion control lines 
established by the Soil Conservation Service 
of NSW at Woody Bluff (E) 
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4.10 Monuments, markers and memorials 

4.10.1 Monuments 
Themes 

Developing local, regional and national economies – events 

Developing Australia’s cultural life – creative endeavour 

Results 

Monuments are traditionally created to mark historic events or as a manifestation of creative 
endeavour. 

Jonaas Zilinskas Statue (The Slovenski Monument) 

Jonaas Zilinskas is a Lithuanian circus acrobat and sleeper cutter who resided and worked in 
southern Yuraygir in the mid 20th century. In addition to his campsite, of which there is little 
physical evidence, is Jonaas’s concrete ‘monument’ built before he vacated the area. This 
item is unique and has considerable local social significance. 

4.10.2 Trig stations and blazed trees 
Themes 

Building settlements, towns and cities – land tenure  

Developing local, regional and national economies – events 

Results 

The continuing process of surveying the landscape leaves a range of survey markers. The 
most obvious of these are the trig stations that occupy prominent locations on hills and knolls. 
Less obvious are the marked trees of past land surveys. 

Trig stations 

A trig station or trig point is the common name given to trigonometrical stations in the United Kingdom 
and Australia.  

The process of placing trig points on prominent locations began in 1935 to assist in the accurate re-
mapping of Great Britain by triangulation. Placement of these points was designed to allow viewing of 
at least two other trig points from any one trig point. Careful measurements of the angles between the 
lines of sight of the other trig points allowed the construction of a system of triangles that could be 
referenced back to a single baseline. This enabled a highly accurate measurement system that 
covered the entire country. 

In Australia, many of the existing stations relate to a national geodetic survey and adjustment carried 
out in the early 1970s which has left a legacy of trig stations consisting of a ground mark with a white 
quadripod or truncated concrete pyramid supporting a black disc above the ground mark. These trig 
stations are clearly visible for many kilometres and have been used by bushwalkers as orientation 
markers for many years. The official function of these items has largely been superseded by the wider 
use of aerial photography, satellite based positioning systems and digital mapping. 

There are numerous concrete trig stations located on high vantage points throughout the 
park. These include: 
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• Diggers Camp Trig 

• Minnie Water Trig 

• Browns Knob Trig 

• Cassons Knob Trig 

• Arragan Trig 

• Sandon Trig 

• Station Creek. 

Most of these features are constructed of concrete and appear to have been erected in the 
late 20th century (presumably to replace earlier survey markers in the same locations). 

In addition to the trig stations, other survey markers include a small number of blazed and 
marked survey trees. These include: 

• blazed tree off Wooli Road near the former Fullers Dairy site 

• blazed tree on Bookram Creek adjacent to an informal camping area at the end of a fire trail. 

4.10.3 Memorials 
Themes 

Marking the phase of life – death 

Memories of lives lost 

Roadside memorials pay tribute to lives tragically lost. Generally small, personal tributes, 
often relating to motor vehicle accidents, these features have become increasingly common 
since the second half of the 20th century and the wider use of motor vehicles. While these 
memorials mark the passing of the victim and play a role in preventing further accidents they 
also have some negative effects – the most marked of which is the consequent reminder of 
the event to those emergency workers who attended the accident scene. 

There are a number of simple memorials to road accident victims and park users in Yuraygir. 
These include: 

• memorial to Rhonda Mitchell adjacent to a quarry site off Minnie Water Road 

• memorial to Matthew Kennedy (1995) near Wooli 

• ‘Stacey’s monument’, a memorial to a girl murdered at Lake Arragan 

• Angourie Point memorial to a surfer 

• plaque at Grey Cliff. 

 

See figures 39–42. 
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Figure 39: Top left – Surveyor-marked 
(blazed) trees off Wooli Road (ESE) 

Figure 40: Top right – Cassons Knob Trig 
Station (NW) 

Figure 41: Left – Partly overgrown blazed 
scar, Bookram Creek (NW) 

Figure 42: Below – Memorial to Matthew 
Kennedy, near Wooli (W) 
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4.11 Miscellaneous 

4.11.1 Cassons tick inspection camp  
Themes 

Governing – government and administration 

Developing local, regional and national economies – technology, science, pastoralism  

Details 

Cassons tick inspection camp is an extensive cattle tick management complex in the southern 
section of Yuraygir National Park. Located at a set of double gates on the tick fence, this 
inspection site was one of a number of tick defence sites on the NSW north coast in the mid 
to late 20th century. The site is located on what was a former major access road through the 
area and features yards, sheds, animal coops, possibly huts, historic plantings, and remains 
of the tick, as well as the nearby Wooli dip. 

Cattle tick 

The cattle tick (Boophilus microplus) is believed to have arrived in Australia, by way of a shipment 
of cattle that landed in Darwin from South America, in 1872. By 1900 the tick, whose hosts also 
include buffalo, horses, sheep and deer, had established itself in northern Australia. Two years 
later it had advanced south into Queensland and northern NSW. 

In NSW, the cattle tick has been both an occasional and recurring cattle management problem for 
well over 100 years. Methods of tick management in NSW have generally mirrored those in other 
states and have involved the control and monitoring of stock movements and the dipping of 
infected cattle. Within Yuraygir are the remains of 20th century tick control lines, which consisted of 
double fence lines patrolled by boundary riders with ‘tick gates’ and inspection camps. There were 
several of these control lines on the northern NSW coastal strip. 

Associated with the tick management fences and camps were cattle dips where cattle on the move 
were treated. These sites generally consisted of holding yards within an in-ground dip (bath) and 
drying area. At these sites, cattle were treated with a variety of toxic chemicals – these changed 
over time as technology developed. Generally, chemicals used were: 

• early 1900s – Cattle wiped over with a rag soaked in mineral oils (significant scalding) 

• 1920s to 1940s – arsenic (arsenic resistance noted in the 1940s and DDT use commenced) 

• late 1940s – chlorine, dieldrin and parathion (chlorinated hydrocarbons) used until 1962 

• 1950s – organophosphates and synthetic pyrethroids. 

Cattle tick is present in four Australian states and remains a significant cause of lost production 
within the beef and dairy industries. Cattle ticks are generally controlled in Australia through the 
use of declared areas (zones) with regulations to control the spread of cattle tick between areas. 
Cattle tick eradication is also actively pursued where outbreaks occur in ‘free areas’. In some 
states eradication programs are in place in infected areas (Halliday 2001). 

 

See figures 43–45. 
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Figure 43: Loading ramp 
and yards at Cassons tick 
inspection camp (SW) 

 

Figure 44: Structural timber, 
corrugated iron cladding 
and bricks – site of a former 
hut or shed at Cassons 
Camp (NW) 

 

Figure 45: Tick gates at 
Cassons Camp (NNE) 
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4.12 Summary 
Yuraygir National Park has a rich and multilayered history. Despite this, extant remains and 
material traces represent only a small portion of the history of the park. 

Generally the activity that we most associate with the location – recreation – has historically 
been a low impact activity that has left few distinctive historical traces. Most of the historic 
campsites in the area have either been continually upgraded and remain in use, or have been 
closed off and are now being revegetated. In a similar vein, fishing and surfing, traditionally 
associated with camping and featuring strongly in the history of the park and its townships, 
have left little in the way of tangible terrestrial heritage. 

Most of the physical traces of the past relate to township amenity and pastoral and 
agricultural use of the landscape, particularly since around the 1950s. Town-related 
complexes and items include dams, tips and quarries while evidence of past pastoral and 
agricultural use includes cattle yards and dip sites, fence lines and paddocks, and plantation 
areas. Previous forestry is also represented within the park area but is somewhat limited. 
Most of the substantial forestry related sites exist within the state forest holdings exterior to 
the park. 

What has been made clear by the undertaking of this project is that the history of Yuraygir as 
we know it from historical documents does not closely match the history of the park as 
represented by cultural heritage remains. This has arisen not because the documentary 
history of the park is wrong, but rather because of the incredibly variable impacts on the land 
of the activities that have occurred within it. For example, there are few tangible traces of 
recreational fishing in an area famed for this activity, but the landscape is scarred by a 
number of short-lived cane farms. The distinctive and dominant cane farming landscapes 
represent an activity that has occurred in only a limited way within the park. 

Perhaps the most significant artefact of the historical use of the park is the landscape itself, 
which manifests as a complex mosaic of vegetation types that have been modified by a range 
of activities (mostly sand mining, forestry and agriculture) since the late 19th century, and to a 
lesser extent by Aboriginal people before this. This human modification has been enhanced 
by a number of natural processes including beach erosion and accretion, and bushfires. 

In order to best understand the history and heritage of this park, a broad understanding of the 
documentary history and ecological history is required. This understanding can be enhanced 
in some instances by an appreciation of the historic cultural heritage complexes and elements 
as presented in the body of this report and the attached inventory sheets. However, the 
information presented is merely a snapshot of past activities that have left recordable traces 
on the landscape and does not represent the entire heritage within the park. 
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5 Notes and recommendations 
The following notes and recommendations relate to perceived data gaps, future opportunities 
and possible management options that became apparent during the fieldwork process and 
post-fieldwork write-up.  

The recommendations are suggestions only and may or may not be directly relevant to the 
broader DECC project aims. 

Mapping 

• Mapping of Yuraygir National Park’s historic heritage is an aim of the current project. 

• Suggestions for mapping include a series of maps similar to fire management maps and 
displaying heritage according to, for example, site types or historic themes. 

• Specific sites can be mapped using GPS or map points listed for each site in the 
inventory sheets and Excel spreadsheet. 

• Mapping of broad areas such as farms and grazing land may also require the use of 
topographic maps, aerial photographs and parish plans as part of a collaborative 
undertaking by project staff, DECC GIS heritage officers, and project consultants. 

• The exact alignment and extent of the former tick fence, a significant historic item, is 
uncertain even though sections of it are known and have been recorded. In some 
instances, parts of the tick fence have been pencilled onto historic parish maps but 
additional research may be required to complete the map. Options may include the 
investigation of Department of Lands records. 

Locations 

Barcoongere Station appears on historic parish maps dating to the late 19th century. While 
the site of the station is within the Barcoongere State Forest, and therefore off-park, the 
station appears to have been one of the earliest enterprises in the park area and relates to a 
number of the early roads in the area.  

Additional research into Barcoongere Station may increase our overall understanding of 19th 
century occupation and use of the park area. 

Recording 

The following sites may warrant additional survey and recording work depending on factors 
such as project priorities and budgets: 

• Yards Trail Camp (Wooli Road near Matenga Creek and the TSR) 

• Charlie Turners Camp (southern shore of Lake Hiawatha) 

• Jeffries Yards (Jeffries former pastoral property adjacent to the former Nilands property) 

• Cassons tick inspection camp (Collets Crossing fire trail north of Barcoongere State 
Forest) 

• Green Hills village site (Green Hills). 

The latter site could only be surveyed in the event that much of the existing vegetation was 
cleared. Survey would therefore likely be opportunistic following DECC management clearing 
or bushfire. 
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The site of the former Gorman’s oyster works on the Sandon River Road is one of the last 
oyster enterprises on-park. It is understood that the operators have received a clean-up order 
from the local council, and it may be advantageous to photographically record the remains of 
this enterprise prior to its removal. 

Management 

This survey highlighted the fact that heavily modified historic landscapes within national 
parks, such as Green Hills, can be almost invisible once NSW NPWS/DECC takes control of 
the land. Once an historic location is recolonised by vegetation, either deliberately or 
otherwise, that location is difficult to identify and record. 

• Historical archaeological survey, and heritage assessment generally, is probably best 
undertaken at the time of land purchase by DECC before recolonising vegetation and 
landscape rehabilitation obscure historic features. 

Yard areas are the most highly visible pastoral landscape features within the park (aside from 
the modified paddocks and landscapes). Yards should be subject to low-key management 
that hinges on the prevention of damage to such sites through adequate fire and vegetation 
controls. 

• Regular slashing of sites and the removal of sucker vegetation, in association with the 
management of fire trails, is probably the easiest, least expensive and most effective 
means of ensuring the survival of these yards. 

Fences are another feature of the historic pastoral landscape and, along with stockyards, help 
create and retain the unique look and feel of ‘the bush’. While these features are important 
they are ubiquitous and labour intensive conservation and management is unnecessary. 

• Where fence lines are no longer required, or create a barrier to the free movement of 
wildlife, the wire should be removed with the posts retained in situ. It may also be 
advantageous to leave one panel of wiring in place to represent the whole fence where 
appropriate. 

DECC Parks and Wildlife Group staff are familiar with Yuraygir’s layout and landscape, and 
regularly work in the park. It is important that regional staff continue to document new sites, 
adding them to the HHIMS database, and note any changes or damage to locations in this 
report. 
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Appendix: Historic parish map data 
County of Clarence parishes from north to south 

Parish: Candole 

Barcode Edition Sheet Year CD Title Image ID 

149137 2 1  PMapGF03 14913701 

149137 2 1  PMapGF03 14913702 

149334 3 1  PMapGF03 14933401 

107656 4 1 1930 PMapGF03 10765601 

107656 4 1 1930 PMapGF03 10765602 

 
Parish: Scope 

Barcode Edition Sheet Year CD Title Image ID 

149154 2 1  PMapGF03 14915401 

149154 2 1  PMapGF03 14915402 

107670 3 1 1912 PMapGF03 10767001 

107637 4 1 1926 PMapGF03 10763701 

107747 5 1 1940 PMapGF03 10774701 

107747 5 1 1940 PMapGF03 10774702 

107747 5 1 1940 PMapGF03 10774703 

104989 6 1 1960 PMapGF03 10498901 

104562 7 1 1968 PMapGF03 10456201 

104562 7 1 1968 PMapGF03 10456202 

 
Parish: Wooli Wooli 

Barcode Edition Sheet Year CD Title Image ID 

107502 2 1 1898 PMapGF04 10750201 

149351 3 1  PMapGF04 14935101 

107674 4 1 1920 PMapGF04 10767401 

107673 5 1 1931 PMapGF04 10767301 

104982 5 2 1931 PMapGF04 10498201 

104982 5 2 1931 PMapGF04 10498202 

 
Parish: Red Rock 

Barcode Edition Sheet Year CD Title Image ID 

149346 1 1  PMapGF03 14934601 

149151 2 1  PMapGF03 14915101 

105034 3 1 1914 PMapGF03 10503401 

105031 4 1 1926 PMapGF03 10503101 

105032 5 1 1943 PMapGF03 10503201 
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Glossary 
Archaeological features and deposits 

Archaeological features or deposits are relics (as defined below) or soils that contain, or are likely to 
contain, relics. Archaeological features and deposits are generally identified by historical research, 
including the study of historic maps and plans, and physical survey. Generally archaeological features 
and deposits exist at or below ground level and include such things as footings, services, wells, and 
subfloor deposits. In a broad sense however, archaeological features may include a much wider suite of 
items including historically modified landscapes and extant structures. 

Archaeological significance 

Archaeological significance is an assessment of the relative importance or value of archaeological 
features or deposits. Archaeological significance is determined by identifying archaeological features 
and deposits (from historical research and site inspection), and determining how important the identified 
archaeology is to our collective understanding of the history and heritage of a place. 

Conservation 

The Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter defines conservation as encompassing all the processes of 
looking after a place so as to retain its cultural significance. Conservation can also be an outcome – the 
emphasis by DECC is on achieving conservation by sustainable use. 

Cultural heritage 

Cultural heritage refers to the tangible and intangible traces of history (past land use) and the value that 
people place on these remnants of the past. Manifestations of cultural heritage values may be non-
physical or physical and include, but are not limited to, cultural practices, knowledge, songs, stories, art, 
buildings, paths, and human remains. When natural elements of the landscape acquire meaning for a 
particular group, they may become cultural heritage. These may include landforms, flora, fauna and 
minerals. 

Cultural heritage management 

Cultural heritage management (CHM) refers to the processes and techniques used to identify, assess 
and manage cultural heritage places and landscapes. 

Cultural landscape 

The way in which perceptions, beliefs, stories, experiences and practices give shape, form and meaning 
to the landscape. 

Historical archaeology 

Historical archaeology is the study of the material remains and landscapes that denote past use of a 
location. Historical archaeology is a multidisciplinary process that may involve historical research, site 
survey, archival recording and other means of investigation such as excavation and reconstruction. 

The purpose of all historical archaeological endeavour is to enhance our collective understanding of our 
shared past. 

Historic heritage 

Sites, places and cultural landscapes that contain physical and non-physical manifestations of cultural 
heritage that relates to human occupation and settlement after the arrival of settler people in Australia 
and includes both settler and Aboriginal cultural heritage values. 
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Integrated approach 

An integrated, whole landscape or holistic approach seeks to identify and assess all cultural (historic 
and pre-contact Aboriginal) and natural values. 

Relic 

The NSW Heritage Act 1977 defines a relic as: 

any deposit, object or material evidence relating to the settlement of the area that comprises NSW, not being an 

Aboriginal settlement, and which is 50 or more years old. 

All relics are afforded automatic statutory protection by the relic’s provisions of the Act. Sections 139 to 
145 of the Act prevent the excavation or disturbance of land for the purpose of discovering, exposing or 
moving a relic, except by a qualified archaeologist to whom an excavation permit, issued by the Heritage 
Council of NSW or delegated authorities such as DECC (Culture and Heritage Division), has been 
issued. 

Shared history 

History that acknowledges the shared and overlapping past of Aboriginal and settlers since 1788. 

Social value 

Social value embraces the qualities for which a place has become a focus of spiritual, political, national 
or other cultural sentiment to a majority or minority group. 
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